
High Definition Wedding Video Recording
Information for clients

Our Standard Wedding Video Recording service consists of the following:

•We use at least two cameras since this allows for “different perspectives/viewpoints” to be chosen during
editing/production after the event.

•Wherever possible, we will attend any ceremony rehearsal, in order to determine and agree with the client
and the host venue, where cameras, microphones etc. would be placed to maximum advantage.

•On the day of the ceremony one camera and operator will be present at the venue at least  one hour before
the stated starting time, to set up camera and microphone(s).  Where possible, external shots and internal
footage of the venue will be taken, along with shots of guests etc. as they arrive.

•The second camera and operator will be present at the “bride’s home” approximately one hour before the
ceremony, to take discrete footage of the preparations, culminating in the departure of the bride to the ven-
ue.

•The second camera and operator will then proceed as quickly as possible to the ceremony venue (a desig-
nated parking space or information about a suitable nearby car park would be highly appreciated).   This
operator will be responsible for filming the arrival of the bride at the church, proceeding to the door and at
least part of the entry of the Bridal Party.  (The precise details of this will depend upon the layout of the ven-
ue.)

•The first camera will be positioned in the church such that the faces of the bride and groom can be seen on
the finished video.  Where possible we will position the second camera at a similar distance from the wed-
ding party, but on the other side of the venue, thus ensuring a “different perspective” of the event.  For the
exit of the married couple at least one camera will be relocated to the rear of the venue.

•Both cameras will be used during at least part of the taking of the official photographs.

•At the reception, the filming will include at least the greeting of the guests, some views of the guests during
the meal/buffet etc., together with the “speeches” etc.

•Finally, we would hope to film the departure of the newly-weds.

Clearly, this generates a considerable number of video files.  These will be copied to computer, sorted and
put together to create a DVD or, at the client’s desire, a Blu-ray disc.  This “Post-Production” work is likely to
take between 30 and 50 hours, in total.

The Full Price, to include 1 Standard DVD (maximum content length, about 1.5. Hours) which may be
freely copied by the client:  £750.  If a single-layer Blu-ray disc is required, add £30.

If recording of any evening reception or similar is also required, an additional charge of £250 will be
made, but this will include a Dual-Layer Disc to allow more of the day to be viewed on the disc.

Dual-Layer DVDs (for weddings without an evening event) and Dual-Layer Blu-ray discs are also avail-
able, allowing up to 2.75 hours of content; please ask for details of prices.

In addition, we will charge at cost for any additional expenses (e.g. overnight accommodation) plus
travel (for journeys in excess of 20 miles each way) at 45p per mile.  ALL COSTS SUBJECT TO VAT.


